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Abstract

Biochar (BC) has exhibited a great potential to remove water contaminants due to its wide availability of raw materials, high 
surface area, developed pore structure, and low cost. However, the application of BC for water remediation has many limita-
tions. Driven by the intense desire of overcoming unfavorable factors, a growing number of researchers have carried out to 
produce BC-based composite materials, which not only improved the physicochemical properties of BC, but also obtained a 
new composite material which combined the advantages of BC and other materials. This article reviewed previous researches 
on BC and BC-based composite materials, and discussed in terms of the preparation methods, the physicochemical properties, 
the performance of contaminant removal, and underlying adsorption mechanisms. Then the recent research progress in the 
removal of inorganic and organic contaminants by BC and BC-based materials was also systematically reviewed. Although 
BC-based composite materials have shown high performance in inorganic or organic pollutants removal, the potential risks 
(such as stability and biological toxicity) still need to be noticed and further study. At the end of this review, future prospects 
for the synthesis and application of BC and BC-based materials were proposed. This review will help the new researchers 
systematically understand the research progress of BC and BC-based composite materials in environmental remediation.

Keywords Biochar magnetic composites · Nanometallic oxide/hydroxide biochar composites · Biochar based 2D 
membrane · 3D biochar-based macrostructures · Biological toxicity

1 Introduction

Along with the rapid growth of industry and economy, water 
pollution has seriously endangered the environment and 
human health. Most of the pollutants in aqueous solutions 
come from chemical pollution, including heavy metals (Cu, 
Cr, Pb, Ni, etc.) (Islam et al. 2015), metalloids (Se, As, etc.) 
(Bender et al. 1995) and organic pollutants (dyes, antibiot-
ics, etc.) (Hao et al. 2021; Schwarzenbach et al. 2010; Yao 
et al. 2020). Heavy metals are not biodegradable and tend 
to accumulate in living organisms through the food chain. 
Organic pollutants, because of high persistence, difficult 

removal, easy transfer, and extreme toxicity pose a serious 
threat to human health (Houde et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2021a, 
b). Facing severe water pollution, there is urgent need to 
find cost-effective technologies based on low-cost materials. 
Among numerous separation technologies for contaminants 
in wastewater treatment, adsorption is preferred owing to 
its relatively high efficiency, low cost, and easy operation 
(Huggins et al. 2016). Recenrly, BC has become a new 
sorbent for its superior properties, such as eco-friendliness, 
abundant in functional groups and inorganic mineral spe-
cies, containing micro and/or meso-porous structures and 
high adsorption capacity, which were widely employed to 
remove the contaminants from wastewater (Shaheen et al. 
2019; Hu et al. 2020). Moreover, BC’s feedstocks are stem 
from solid waste, agricultural biomass, animal litters, and 
the preparation does not need activation, which means BC 
has a great potential in environmental remediation (Liu and 
Zhang 2011). Nonetheless, there are still some limitations 
of the pristine BC to selectively adsorb high concentration 
contaminants (Ma et al. 2014). To overcome this shortage, 
the BC-based composite materials were obtained by further 
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activation and modification to improve the specific surface 
area, pore structure, and surface functional groups (Zhang 
et al. 2015; Xue et al. 2012). BC-based composite materials 
can be selectively designed or produced for the target pol-
lutants by adding functional materials, magnetic substances, 
and nanoparticles. Those composite materials are rich in 
functional groups that can make up the shortage of pristine 
BCs in environmental remediation.

As is known to all, the contaminant’s removal efficiency 
and mechanisms of BC and BC-based composite materials 
were related to the mineral content, ionic content, organic 
functional groups, etc. (Shaheen et al. 2019). However, 
the performances of BC and BC-based composite materi-
als were also related to biomass, reaction parameters, etc. 
For example, the pH value of BC prepared at a higher 
temperature was relatively high, while BC prepared under 
lower temperature contained more toxic substances, such 
as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), polychlorin-
ated dibenzo dioxins (PCDD), and polychlorinated dibenzo 
furans (PCDF). And BC stemming from animal manure 
was rich in ash. Currently, a variety of studies confirmed 
that BC-based composites could significantly improve the 
performance of contaminants removal. For instance, Ioan-
nou et al. (2019) reported that 100% U(VI) from aqueous 
solutions could be removed by  MnO2-BC and the maximum 
adsorption capacity (qm) reached 904 mg/g. Similarly, Kha-
taee et al. (2017) synthesized  TiO2-BC, which enhanced the 
sonocatalytic degradation efficiency of Reactive Blue 69 
(RB69) from 63.8 to 98.1%, and the removal efficiency was 
still 92.1% after  five successive processes in this systems. 
So, it was necessary to develop some new strategies for new 
BC-based materials such as 2D membranes, 3D carbona-
ceous hydrogels/aerogels or immobilized microorganisms 
on it to better remove contaminants.

However, applications of BC particles and BC-based 
composites inevitably release fine particles into the envi-
ronment which may cause biological toxicity and damage 
human health (Lu et al. 2020; Lian and XIng 2017; Zhang 
et al. 2019b). For example, the addition of rice straw BC 
into contaminated soil reduced the bioavailability of Pb; 
meanwhile, DOC, PO

2−

4
   Cl−, and SO

2−

4
 were released. Other 

researchers found that under oxidizing conditions, the appli-
cation of BC in soil remediation increased the concentra-
tion of As and Co in the dissolved phase. All of these toxic 
chemicals may transfer into food chains and cause toxic or 
side effects on human and environmental health (El-Naggar 
et al. 2019b, c; Rinklebe et al. 2020). Besides, BC-treated 
soil may change the pH value, which will have an impact 
on organisms (El-Naggar et al. 2018; Kookana et al. 2011).

In this paper, we summarized the physicochemical prop-
erties of biochar, the preparation method, the performance, 
and the mechanisms of BC,and BC-based composite mate-
rials for contaminants removal, and reviewed the latest 

progress of BC-based materials in the removal of inorganic 
and organic pollutants from water and soil. Finally, the 
potential risks of BC applications and future directions are 
briefly described.

2  The physicochemical properties of biochar

BC is a carbon-rich solid product obtained by pyrolysis of 
biomass under oxygen-limited or anaerobic environments 
(Yi et al. 2017). Because of the large specific surface area, 
rich porous structure, abundant surface functional groups, 
and high mineral content, BC has been applied in various 
fields including energy production, water contaminants treat-
ment, and other fields (Tan et al. 2015). Meanwhile, BC is 
produced from various biomasses, such as straw (Qiu et al. 
2009), corn cob (Mullen et al. 2010), animal manure (Zhang 
et al. 2013), and wastewater sludges (Lu et al. 2011) (Table 1 
for details). BC derived from plant biomass with lignin and 
cellulose could form porous structures which were beneficial 
to removing contaminants by pore-filling effect (Kumar et al. 
2011). In addition, the plant biomass has a large content 
of carbon and oxygen elements which can produce various 
functional groups (–COOH, –C–O–R, -C–OH) on the sur-
face of BC; these groups can serve as additional active sites 
to improve the removal efficiency (Takaya et al. 2016). BC 
made from animal manure (pig manure, chicken manure, 
cow manure) has higher ash content (60% higher than the 
average, up to 96%) which can be ascribed to the high con-
tent of minerals in biomass (such as quartzite, calcite) (Shi-
nogi and Kanri 2003; Cao and Harris 2010). Recent studies 
showed that the pH of BC from animal manure pyrolysis is 
higher than that from plants (Shinogi and Kanri 2003).

To our current knowledge, biomass and carbonization 
process play key roles in BC physicochemical properties. 
Carbonization processes mainly included pyrolysis, hydro-
thermal carbonization (HTC), and gasification, which can 
affect yields, ash content, specific surface area, pH value, 
surface functional groups, and pore size of BC (Yang et al. 
2019).

Pyrolysis is a common decomposition for biomass 
under anaerobic conditions in the temperature range of 
300–900 °C. The biomass and parameters (pyrolysis tem-
perature, heating rate, and residence time) can affect the 
products during the pyrolysis processes (Ronsse et  al. 
2013), as shown in Table 2. Generally, higher pyrolysis 
temperature decreased the BC yield due to larger primary 
decomposition or secondary decomposition of carbon 
residual (Angin 2013). Furthermore, Al-wabel et al. (2013) 
reported that the ash content, specific surface area, and pH 
value increased with the increase of pyrolysis tempera-
ture, while H/C (higher aromaticity) and (O + N)/C (lower 
polarity) decreased. The increase of pH may be owing to 
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Table 1  The preparation method of biochar from biomass

Material Pyrolysis 
temperature 
(°C)

Resi-
dence 
time (h)

Heating 
rate (°C /
min)

Pyrolysis mode Target pollutant References

Rice straw and swine manure 300 4.0 15 Slow pyrolysis Cd2+ Deng et al. (2018)

Municipal sewage 450 0.5 10 Slow pyrolysis Triclosan Wang and Wang (2019)

Artemisia argyi stem 300–600 – – – Cr(VI) and Cu(II) Song et al. (2019)

Corn stover 200–300 – 10 Slow pyrolysis U(VI) Li et al. (2019a)

Pig manure 300–700 4.0 15 Slow pyrolysis Cd2+ Zhang et al. (2013)

Orange peel 150–700 – – Slow pyrolysis Naphthalene and 1–naphthol Chen and Chen (2009)

Rice husk 600 4.0 20 – As(III), As(V) and Cd(II) Wang et al. (2019a)

Pineal shell 350–550 – – Slow pyrolysis Phenol Mohammed et al. (2018)

Oak 400, 450 – – Fast pyrolysis Cd2+ and  Pb2+ Mohan et al. (2013)

Sludge 550 2.0 10 Slow pyrolysis Pb2+ Lu et al. (2011)

Cow dung 200, 350 4.0 – Slow pyrolysis Pb2+ and atrazine Cao et al. (2008)

Algae 203 2.0 – HTC – Heilmann et al. (2010)

Municipal sludge 500–900 – – Fast pyrolysis Cd2+ Chen et al. (2014)

Cottonseed hull 200–800 4.0 – Slow pyrolysis Ni2+,  Cu2+,  Pb2+,  Cd2+ Uchimiya et al. (2011)

Table 2  Effects of pyrolysis temperature on the biochar physicochemical properties

Raw material T (oC) Yield (%) Ash (%) BET  (m2/g) Vtotal  (cm3/g) pH H/C O/C References

Pineal shell 350 36.53 2.46 0.82 0.001 7.1 0.06 0.32 Mohammed et al. (2018)

450 33.09 2.75 1.29 0.005 7.8 0.05 0.27

550 29.23 3.23 228.11 0.038 8.7 0.04 0.15

Alfalfa 350 47.70 7.10 3.50 – – 0.80 0.20 Choi and Kan (2019)

450 30.70 9.10 4.00 – – 0.50 0.10

550 28.30 16.0 183.00 – – 0.30 0.10

650 27.50 13.6 405.00 – – 0.20 0.10

Rice straw 300 38.00 – 6.77 – 7.9 0.07 0.43 Shen et al. (2019)

500 31.00 – 22.38 – 10.4 0.04 0.22

700 30.00 – 115.47 – 10.7 0.03 0.13

Oange peel 200 61.60 0.30 7.75 0.010 – 1.14 0.45 Chen and Chen (2009)

300 37.20 1.57 32.30 0.031 – 0.78

400 30.00 2.10 34.00 0.010 – 0.58 0.22

500 26.90 4.27 42.40 0.020 – 0.38 0.21

Soybean stover 300 37.03 10.41 5.61 – 7.3 0.74 0.27 Ahmad et al. (2012)

700 21.59 17.18 420.30 0.190 11.3 0.19 0.14

Peanut shell 300 36.91 1.24 3.14 – 7.8 0.67 0.29

700 21.89 8.91 448.20 0.200 10.6 0.25 0.12

Municipal sewage sludge 500 63.10 74.21 25.42 0.056 8.8 0.09 0.45 Chen et al. (2014)

600 60.25 77.90 20.27 0.053 9.5 0.06 0.30

700 58.66 81.53 32.17 0.068 11.1 0.04 0.30

800 54.71 83.93 48.50 0.090 12.2 0.04 0.17

900 53.31 88.07 67.60 0.099 12.2 0.08 0.12

Rice straw 300 36.90 13.40 20.20 – 8.2 0.07 0.36 Fan et al. (2018)

500 30.10 28.40 50.11 – 9.7 0.04 0.27

700 16.80 34.20 288.34 – 10.0 0.03 0.25
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the volatilization during pyrolysis and releasing of alkali 
salt during pyrolysis (Lehmann et al. 2011). The increase of 
ash contents and specific surface area was attributed to the 
loss of carbon components at the high temperature and the 
increasing micropore volume (Park et al. 2015). Moreover, 
higher pyrolysis temperature can remove labile materials, 
form a larger number of relatively small pores, and increase 
the total pore volume of BC (Zhao et al. 2018; Lee et al. 
2010). However, Lyu et al. (2016) revealed that BC prepared 
at lower temperatures produced aryl hydrocarbon receptor 
(AhR) which was toxic to microorganisms by inducing AhR 
mediated effects.

According to the heating rate, pyrolysis processes were 
divided into slow pyrolysis and fast pyrolysis (Cha et al. 
2016). Different heating rates showed effects on BC yields 
at the low temperature, but could be ignored at the high 
temperature. For instance, Angin (2013) pyrolyzed the 
safflower seed press cake with different heating rates at 
400 °C, and the yield decreased from 34.18 to 29.70% with 
the increase of heating rate. At a pyrolysis temperature of 
600 °C, the yield changed only 1.76%. However, Zhao et al. 
(2018) reported that the effect of the heating rate had no 
obvious relationship with BC yields. The study of Angin 
(2013) showed that the specific surface area decreased with 
the increase of the heating rate. However, Zhao et al. (2018), 

Li et al. (2016), and Mohanty et al. (2013) suggested that 
the specific surface area increased significantly with the 
increase of the heating rate. Zhao et al. (2018) showed that 
as the heating rate increased from 1 to 20 °C/min, the surface 
area was increased about 30%. This may be attributed to the 
faster heating rate and can lead to a larger extent of thermal 
decomposition. However, a lower heating rate may be benefit 
to the stability of BC and generated more aromatic structures 
than the higher heating rate (Leng and Huang 2018; Pereira 
et al. 2011). But, when the heating rate was in the range of 
5–20 °C, other properties (such as pore volume, H/C, O/C 
ratio, and fixed carbon) were little affected (Cross and Sohi 
2013). The effects of heating rate on biochar physicochemi-
cal properties were summarized in Table 3.

To our current knowledge, residence time can affect the 
yields and properties of BC. Recently, Wang et al. (2019b) 
demonstrated that the yield significantly decreased with 
the increase of residence time. In addition, the production 
of tar and biogas both increased, which was ascribed to 
the pyrolysis of volatile substances in biomass. However, 
Sun et al. (2016) suggested that the residence time showed 
little effect on the yields at a high temperature, which is 
consistent with Leng and Huang (2018) and Zhao et al. 
(2018). High temperature mainly affected the specific 
surface area and internal structure of BC, but had little 

Table 3  Effects of heating rate on the biochar physicochemical properties

Biomass T (oC) Heating 
rate (°C /
min)

Yield (%) Ash (%) BET  (m2/g) VTotal  (cm3/g) pH H/C O/C References

Safflower seed press cake 400 10 34.18 7.50 2.67 0.005 8.2 0.71 0.26 Angin (2013)

30 30.00 8.40 2.26 0.004 7.6 0.6 0.27

50 29.70 8.50 1.89 0.004 8.1 0.64 0.26

500 10 28.90 8.50 4.23 0.080 9.4 0.5 0.23

30 27.80 8.60 3.98 0.075 9.5 0.49 0.25

50 26.00 8.70 3.64 0.069 9.3 0.48 0.23

600 10 26.20 9.20 3.41 0.006 9.9 0.38 0.2

30 25.30 9.30 2.85 0.005 10.2 0.38 0.21

50 24.40 9.50 2.47 0.005 9.8 0.43 0.21

Rapeseed stem 650 1 – 9.79 295.90 0.166 – 0.21 0.07 Zhao et al. (2018)

10 8.64 316.90 0.180 0.22 0.07

20 9.80 384.10 0.219 0.23 0.07

Pinewood sawdust 500 5 27.46 2.68 – – – 0.44 0.11 Li et al. (2016)

10 26.59 2.89 191.80 0.46 0.08

15 24.80 3.62 – 0.44 0.09

Wheat straw 450 2 – 3.90 178.00 0.184 – 0.40 0.40 Mohanty et al. (2013)

450 3.60 184.00 0.179 0.60 0.40

Timothy grass 2 3.50 179.00 0.188 0.40 0.30

450 3.10 203.00 0.198 0.70 0.40

Pinewood 2 4.60 166.00 0.167 0.40 0.10

450 4.10 185.00 0.178 0.60 0.20
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effect on the yields (Braadbaart and Poole 2008). Zhao 
et al. (2018) claimed that the surface area and morphol-
ogy were significantly influenced by residence time. The 
specific surface area increased with the increase of resi-
dence time, then decreased slightly, which may be owing 
to the fact that a longer residence time destroyed the cell 
structure, then affected the surface morphology of BC. 
Furthermore, Tan et al. (2017) showed that as the resi-
dence time increased, the pore size of BC increased and 
then decreased. When the residence time was 20 min, the 
pore size was 0.1232 μm, which was about 8.45% higher 
than that with 10 min residence time. However, Zhao et al. 
(2018)’s results showed that this parameter had little effect 
on the pore size. In general, the relationship between BC 
properties and pyrolysis conditions needs to be further 
systematically explored.

HTC is a thermochemical conversion technique that can 
be directly applied to biomass with high moisture (sewage 
sludges, manures) or achieved by mixing water and biomass 
(rich in cellulose, lignin) to produce water-soluble organic 
matter and carbon-rich solid products under moderate tem-
peratures (150–350 °C) and autogenous pressures (Sevilla 
and Fuerteshe 2009; Gascó et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018). 
Similarly, the physicochemical properties of production 
(hydrochar) were affected by process parameters, such as 
temperature and feedwater pH value (Li et al. 2018b; Wang 
et al. 2018; Kochermann et al. 2018). Previous work by 
Gascó et al. (2018) suggested that higher temperatures would 
decrease the yields, H/C, and O/C rations, and lower H/C 
and O/C rations indicated higher content of aromatic com-
pounds and carbon stability. The higher temperatures lead to 
the secondary decomposition of the solid residue and con-
vert condensable products into non-condensable gas prod-
ucts (Wang et al. 2018). This phenomenon was consistent 
with Parshetti et al. (2013). Reza et al. (2015) showed that 
the hydrochar composition and chemical components in the 
HTC process varied with the pH of the feedwater. Compared 
with alkaline conditions, hydrochar prepared under acidic 
conditions had a larger specific surface area, higher cellulose 
and carbon elements, and lower hemicellulose and pseudo-
lignin. However, under alkaline conditions, organic acids 
increased, while sugars decreased, and high pH resulted in a 
higher H/C ratio of the hydrochar (Funke and Ziegler 2010). 
Derived from the same biomass, hydrochar has a more ali-
phatic structure, lower carbon contents, and higher oxygen 
contents, and it has a more aromatic structure and higher 
thermal stability (Sun et al. 2014). Lower carbon contents 
and higher oxygen contents resulted in higher O/C and H/C 
ratios, which could better remove pollutants after further 
oxidation. In summary, BC with different characteristics can 
be prepared by changing biomass, production method and 
condition parameters to meet environmental applications.

3  The preparation of biochar‑based 
composites

Due to the limitations of the pristine BC confining the 
application in environmental remediation, a growing num-
ber of investigations have been carried out to produce BC-
based composite materials, which not only improved the 
physicochemical properties of BCs but also obtained a 
new composite combine the advantages of BCs with other 
materials. BC-based composite materials enhanced their 
performance by loading inorganic/organic materials on 
BC by physical, chemical, and other methods. BC-based 
composites can be divided into BC-magnetic composites, 
nano-metal oxide/hydroxide BC composites, and other 
types of functionalized BC (Huang et al. 2019).

3.1  Biochar-magnetic composites

For the low density and small particle size of BC, it is 
difficult to recover after large-scale sewage treatment and 
may arouse secondary pollution to water. BC-magnetic 
composites (MBC) can easily be separated and recycled 
from water by applying magnetic fields. The common 
preparation methods for MBC are liquid phase precipita-
tion, impregnation, liquid phase reduction, and ball milling 
(Fig. 1 for details), and the synthesis methods of magnetic 
biochar with different biomass are summarized in Table 4.

The liquid precipitation method needs to prepare of BC 
at first, then mix the BC with  Fe3+/Fe2+ salt solution to 
form a suspension. After that, add NaOH solution drop-
wise while stirring at room temperature, then precipitation 
occurred (Mohan et al. 2015). Machinery may be the sim-
plest method to prepare MBC (Thines et al. 2017). Mohan 
et al. (2013) successfully prepared MBC using this method 
(Fig. 1a for details). Wang et al. (2017) also synthetized 
MBC via this method and  Fe3O4 particles were success-
fully loaded onto BC. MBC showed excellent perfor-
mance in acid orange 7 (AO7) removal and satisfactory 
stability in a broad pH range. The impregnation method 
immerses biomass powder in the  Fe3+/Fe2+ salt solution or 
co-precipitate the  Fe3+/Fe2+ by chemicals before pyroly-
sis or microwave heating (Chaukura et al. 2017). In this 
way, a novel MBC derived from a peanut hull was made 
by Han et al. (2016) (see Fig. 1b). The obtained MBC 
had a potential for recycling  by applying magnetic fields 
(saturation magnetization (Ms) up to 36.79 emu/g) and 
exhibited a higher ability to adsorb Cr(VI) than the origi-
nal BC. The reduction method is to inject  NaBH4/KBH4 
solution into mixed solution of BC and  Fe3+/Fe2+ salt 
under nitrogen purging to reduce  Fe3+/Fe2+ into  Fe0 (see 
Fig. 1c). Quan et al. (2014) used this method to synthesize 
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nanoscale zero-valent iron BC composite (BC-nZVI), and 
the nZVI was dispersed on the BC surface without obvi-
ous aggregation. The degradation efficiency of AO7 by 
BC-nZVI reached 98.3% within 10 min. Apart from the 
above, mechanical ball milling is an efficient method and 
was widely used to produce large-scale MBC composites. 
These MBC samples were synthesized at room tempera-
ture using a planetary ball milling machine contained BC, 
iron or iron oxides and agate jars (see Fig. 1d). Ball mill-
ing MBC samples possessed higher external and internal 
specific surface area and acidic surface functional groups, 
which exhibited extraordinary adsorption capacity in 
removing Ni(II) from aqueous solutions (Lyu et al. 2018).

BC-magnetic composites were good methods to sep-
arate BC from aqueous solutions. The MBC made by 
the reduction method was rich in nZVI and had a good 
removal efficiency of contaminants. However, this method 
required the introduction of a protective gas (such as  N2) 
and hydrogen gas was generated during the preparation 
process. Moreover, nZVI has high activity, is easy to oxi-
dize, and difficult to preserve, which limited its applica-
tion. Furthermore, the ball milling method needs a ball 
milling machine with large volume and single function. 
Generally, each method has its own merits and demerits, 

and the selection of suitable preparation methods should 
be considered comprehensively.

3.2  Nanometallic oxide/hydroxide biochar 
composites

The new composite materials produced by BC and nanoma-
terials (such as MgO and  TiO2) can significantly improve the 
surface functional groups, active sites, and catalytic degrada-
tion capabilities (Banat et al. 2000). Therefore, the synthesis 
of BC-based nanocomposites is a promising method, which 
can be widely used in environmental remediation. Nano-
metallic oxide/hydroxide BC composites can be divided 
into three types in preparation processes, including bio-
accumulation of target elements, pretreatment biomass by 
metal salts, and insertion of metal oxide nanoparticles after 
pyrolysis (Banat et al. 2000; Huang et al. 2019).

Bio-accumulation target element is to enrich the tar-
get element in soil and fertilizer when planting biomass. 
The target element will bioaccumulate on biomass, which 
makes BC rich in the target element after pyrolysis. Li et al. 
(2018a) synthesized ZnO/ZnS modified BC by pyrolysis of 
zinc-contaminated corn stover obtained by the biosorption 
process. The ZnO/ZnS- BC has a larger specific surface 
area (397.4  m2/g) than common BC (102.9  m2/g), and the 

Fig. 1  Method of preparing magnetic biochar: The liquid precipitation method a (Mohan et  al. 2013). The impregnation method b (Han 
et al.2016). Method of preparing magnetic biochar: The reduction method c (Dong et al. 2017). Ball milling d (Lyu et al. 2018)
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nano ZnO/ZnS are evenly distributed on the surface of BC. 
ZnO/ZnS-BC showed a strong adsorption ability to Pb(II), 
Cu(II), and Cr(VI), the maximum adsorption capacities 
were 135.8, 91.2, and 24.5 mg/g, respectively, which were 
much higher than pristine BC (63.29, 27.05, and 15.23 mg/g, 
respectively). This indicated that the nanometallic oxide BC 
made from contaminated-biomass may be an effective and 
economical method, which was helpful for waste utiliza-
tion and environmental management. The metal salt pre-
treatment biomass is similar to the impregnation method in 
the MBC preparation. After immersing the target metal salt 
solution into BC, metal ions attach to the biomass surface 
and interior, and then the metal ions change into nano-metal 
oxides/hydroxides on BC after pyrolysis. The combina-
tion of nano metal oxides/hydroxides can endow BC with 
other functions to improve the application potentials. For 
instance, Lawrinenko et al. (2017) pretreated the biomass 
with iron and aluminum trichloride then obtained BC by 
slow pyrolysis. Al–O–C and Fe–O–C structures were formed 
on the surface, which facilitated wider distributions of metal 
atoms on BC. The oxyhydroxide coating on the surface can 
increase the points of zero net charge and thus increase anion 
exchange capacity. After pyrolysis, target metal oxide nano-
particles were inserted into the surface and inner pore by 

impregnation, evaporation, and heat treatment. For instance, 
Cope et al. (2014) used evaporation to modify BC by iron 
oxide to remove arsenic from water; the surface area and 
adsorption capacity of arsenate were 2.5 and 2 orders of 
magnitude higher than the pristine BC. Liang et al. (2017) 
immersed BC into  KMnO4 solution under vigorous stir-
ring at room temperature; then Mn(II) acetate tetrahydrate 
was introduced to generate  MnO2-BC.  MnO2-BC showed 
an excellent adsorption performance for Cd(II) and Pb(II) 
removal.

3.3  Other types of functionalized biochar

Other types of functionalized BC mainly include heating/
gas (steam,  CO2, etc.) activation, acid/alkali modification, 
and functional nanoparticles coated with BC. Steam activa-
tion is the most common method used in physical activation, 
which can increase the specific surface area and improve the 
adsorption capacity. For instance, Chakraborty et al. (2018) 
removed ibuprofen from aqueous solutions by steam-acti-
vated BC. The specific surface area after activation increased 
from 4.4 to 308  m2/g, and the removal rate increased from 90 
to 95%. Moreover, Azargohar and Dalai (2008) reported that 

Table 4  The Synthesis methods of magnetic biochar with different biomass

Biomass Synthesis method Iron species Contaminants References

Pineapple peel Pyrolysis of biomass pre-
treated with  FeCl3

ZVI and γ-Fe2O3 Cr(VI) Shakya and Agarwal (2019)

Eucalyptus wood and poultry 
litter

Added biomass into a solution 
containing ferrous chloride 
and ferric chloride, then 
added NaOH solution to 
raise pH to 10, finally cen-
trifuged the suspension and 
pyrolyzed

Fe3O4 Heavy metals (Cd, Cu, Zn 
and Pb)

Lu et al. (2017)

Pinewood Nature hematite-treated 
biomass was pyrolyzed in a 
tube furnace

γ-Fe2O3 As(V) Wang et al. (2015b)

Corn straw Pyrolysis of mixed solution 
of Fe(NO3)3,Mn(NO3)2, egg 
white and biomass

MnFe2O4 Pb(II) and Cd(II) Zhang et al. (2019a)

U. pinnatifida root The biomass pretreated with 
 MgCl2 and  FeCl3 was 
processed by hydrothermal 
carbonization and the pH 
was adjusted to 10 with 
NaOH solution

MnFe2O4 Pb(II), Cu(II), and Cd(II) Jung et al. (2018)

Coconut, pinenut and walnut 
shell

BC and stainless steel vials are 
stirred in a ball mill machine

Fe3O4 Carbamazepine and tetracy-
cline

Shan et al. (2016)

Rice straw Using liquid phase reduction 
method, drop  KBH4 into the 
mixed solution of BC and 
 FeSO4 under the protection 
of  N2

nZVI Cr(VI) Qian et al. (2018)
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the specific surface area of steam-activated BC increased 
with the increase of steam temperature.

Acid/alkali (HCl,  H2SO4, KOH) modification is a sort 
of chemical modification. Both acid and alkaline modifica-
tions can improve the physical and chemical properties and 
removal rate of BC. For example, Luo et al. (2018) used 
KOH modified BC to remove norfloxacin (NOR), sulfadia-
zine (SMR), and oxytetracycline (OTC). The surface area 
increased from 75.3 to 128.42  m2/g and the removal rates 
of NOR, SMR, and OTC were all significantly enhanced. 
Andrew et al. (2016) used  H2SO4,  HNO3, and a mixture of 
both to acidify BC, the functional groups (nitro and car-
boxyl) and the oxygen:carbon ratio of acidifying BC samples 
both increased, indicating that chemical oxidation of BC 
occurred after acid treatment. However, the thermal stability 
of BC might be reduced for the potential damage of graphite 
structures after acidification.

The common functional nanomaterials include graphene 
(GO), chitosan and graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4), etc. 
adding functional nanoparticles to BC can change the phys-
icochemical properties and improve the ability of water 
treatment. The preparation of functional nanomaterials also 
can include pretreated biomass and post-processing of BC. 
Tang et al. (2015) made BC–GO nanocomposites by pre-
treating biomass, which was used to remove phenanthrene 
and mercury in aqueous solutions. It demonstrated that GO 
was mainly covered on the BC by p–p interaction, which 
made BC have a larger specific surface area and higher 
thermal stability. Therefore, the removal efficiency of phen-
anthrene and mercury has also been improved. However, 
Liu et al. (2015) prepared BC@g-C3N4 via mixing BC and 
melamine, which was then pyrolyzed at 300 °C for about 
2 h. BC@g-C3N4 was used to remove cationic dye methylene 
blue (MB), anionic dye methyl orange (MO), and nonionic 
compounds (p-nitrophenol). The removal efficiency of cati-
onic dye methylene blue (MB) by pure g-C3N4 was negli-
gible but was significantly improved by BC@g-C3N4. This 
enhancing phenomenon also was observed in the removal of 
p-nitrophenol. But the removal of anionic dye methyl orange 
(MO) was not improved by BC@g-C3N4 since the negative 
charge on the BC@g-C3N4 surface inhibited the adsorption 
of anionic dyes on the BC@g-C3N4 surface. As is known 
to all, g-C3N4 is an active photocatalyst located in ultra-
violet and visible light. Under illumination and irradiation, 
BC@g-C3N4 can significantly improve the decolorization of 
all samples. Furthermore, BC is a conductive material that 
acts not only as an electron transfer channel and acceptor 
to improve the separation of photogenerated electron–hole 
pairs, but also as a cocatalyst to provide sufficient catalytic 
sites for photocatalytic degradation. BC has a strong affin-
ity for organics and makes them accumulate on the surface. 
However, the adsorption capacity of BC has some limita-
tions and the regeneration of BC is difficult, which limited 

the application of BC in water treatment. Adding g-C3N4 
to BC to form BC@g-C3N4 can maintain and improve the 
ability of purification in the natural environment. Table 5 
displays some biochar-based composites and their applica-
tions in water treatment for detail.

The BC-based composites combine the advantages of 
BC with nano-materials but we cannot ignore their poten-
tial risks. Recently, Luján et al. (2019) assessed the envi-
ronmental impacts of GO and rGO and confirmed that the 
production of rGO will lead to electricity consumption and 
pollutant emissions (such as hydrazine, nitrogen oxide), 
which will lead to human toxicity cancer, human toxicity 
non-cancer effects, and freshwater ecotoxicity. Furthermore, 
ZnO has been widely applied in wastewater treatment due 
to the low cost, chemical stability and photocatalytic perfor-
mance. However, ZnO nanoparticles (nZnO) released into 
the environment may pose a serious threat to human health. 
For instance, Wahab et al. (2013) reported that the mela-
noma cancer cells produced reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
and apoptosis after contact with nZnO. Likewise, nZnO will 
cause dramatic damage to neural stem cells when the con-
centration rises higher than 12 ppm after 24 h exposure, 
which may be attributed to the dissolved  Zn2+ in the cul-
tivation environment or inside cells (Deng et al. 2009). In 
conclusion, the preparation of BC-based composites should 
consider the removal efficiency and the potential risk to the 
environment.

4  Removal of heavy metal contaminants

Heavy metals are not biodegradable and tend to accumulate 
in living organisms through the food chain. Long-term expo-
sure to heavy metals can lead to endocrine disorders, cancer, 
and other diseases and pose a serious threat to human health. 
BC can effectively remove metal ions by adsorption, ion 
exchange, electrostatic interaction, complexation, precipita-
tion, etc. (Inyang et al. 2016).

4.1  Removal of inorganic contaminants by biochar

Recently, Komkiene and Baltrenaite (2016) selected the 
silver birch as a carbon source to prepare BC, and then 
investigated the adsorption performance of BC towards 
Cu(II) and Zn(II) at different water environmental con-
dition. The results showed that the maximum adsorption 
capacities of Cu(II) and Zn(II) reached up to 128 μg/g 
and 107 μg/g, respectively, which indicated that BC was a 
promising adsorbent to remove of heavy metals from the 
contaminated water. The BC was prepared by pyrolysis 
of water hyacinth at different temperatures (250–550 °C) 
and applied for the removal of Cd(II) ions from wastewa-
ter. BC450 (produced at 450 °C) showed a good removal 
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efficiency (almost 100% Cd(II) from the aqueous solution 
within 1 h). Moreover, Rafique et al. (2019) found that 
compared with the control soil, BC stemming from jujube 
leaves and manure waste pyrolyzed at 700 °C showed the 
highest reductive efficiency of soil soluble Cr (93%) and 
the concentrations of leachates were reduced by 59%. 
Likewise, the BC produced from different biomass was 
used to immobilize Cd and Pb in soil, the concentrations of 
leachates were reduced by 3.28–71.01% (Xu et al. 2020). 
Furthermore, the accumulation in roots, stems, and leaves 
was significantly decreased (45.43–99.28%).

Cr(VI) as the most common heavy metal-contaminant 
has various removal of mechanisms, such as electrostatic 
attraction, direct reduction, and complexation. The sche-
matic illustration of Cr(VI) removal mechanisms on the 
surface of BC is shown in Fig. 2a. Direct reduction is the 
main removal mechanism for Cr(VI) removal by BC. The 
X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) analyses 
of BC before and after reaction showed that there did not 
exist trivalent Cr(III) in the spectrum of Cr(VI) sample 
before the reaction with BC. However, the peak of Cr(VI) 
was decreased, while the peak of Cr(III) was increased 
after the reaction, which indicated that most of Cr(VI) 
was reduced to Cr(III) (Rajapaksha et al. 2018). In addi-
tion to direct reduction, electrostatic attraction is another 
mechanism for Cr(VI) adsorption by BC. Zhou et  al. 
(2016) used BC stemming from ramie residues at different 
temperatures to remove Cr(VI) in aqueous solutions. The 

removal efficiency decreased with the increase of the ini-
tial pH value. At pH 2, the pH value of zero charge point 
 (pHPZC) > pH, the BC surface was positively charged and 
some functional groups (hydroxyl and carboxyl groups) 
were protonated, which electrostatically were attracted 
by the Cr(VI) ions. Besides, the Fourier transform infra-
red spectrophotometer (FTIR) spectrums of BC samples 
before and after reaction with Cr(VI) showed that the 
disappearance of the C=O stretching band at 1734  cm−1 
and the decrease of the peak intensity at 1270  cm−1 (phe-
nolic hydroxyl group) indicated the carboxyl and hydroxyl 
groups in the BC played an important role in the adsorp-
tion of Cr(VI). Furthermore, both Cr(III) and Cr(VI) were 
detected in aqueous solutions and on the BC surface, 
which may be attributed to the complexation of BC func-
tional group and Cr(III) to keep part of Cr(III) on the sur-
face and the remainder discharged into aqueous solution. 
Similar results had been reported by Dong et al. (2011). 
Vo et al. (2019) have proposed the removal mechanism of 
Cr(VI) by carbonaceous porous materials (BC and acti-
vated carbon) involving pore filling, π-cation interaction, 
and cation exchange.  The removal of inorganic pollut-
ants from aqueous solution by biochar is summarized in 
Table 6. The  Qmax of inorganic pollutants removal by the 
pristine BC  ranged from 7 ×  10–3 to 161.9 mg/g.

Fig. 2  The schematic illus-
tration of Cr(VI) removal 
mechanisms a on the surface of 
BC (Vo et al. 2019), b on the 
surface of modified BC (Zhang 
et al. 2020a)
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4.2  Removal of inorganic contaminants 
by biochar-based composites

Recently, Wang et al. (2015a) used 3.65% Mn to impregnate 
the BC to enhance the removal of lead. The removal rate of 
lead increased from 6.4% to 98.9% at pH 5.0. This improve-
ment can be attributed to the increase of hydroxyl groups and 
the decrease of the  pHPZC. The maximum adsorption capac-
ity of modified BC at 298 k is five times that of the pristine 
BC and the adsorption rate is faster. Furthermore, Tan et al. 
(2016) prepared BC and modified it with  Na2S and KOH 
for Hg(II) adsorption. The adsorption rate increased signifi-
cantly by 76.95% and 32.12%, respectively. The increase of 
specific surface area from 32.85  m2/g (pristine BC) to 55.58 
 (Na2S@BC) or 59.23  m2/g (KOH@BC) after modification 

can be ascribed to the removal of coal tar accumulated in 
the pore.  Na2S@BC can form HgS precipitates with Hg(II), 
which is another effective way to improve the Hg(II) removal 
rate. Li et al. (2019b) prepared  KMnO4 modified BC and 
applied it for U(VI) removal. The increase of oxygen-
containing functional groups and the production of  MnO2 
nanoparticles caused by the modification of  KMnO4 sig-
nificantly increased the U(VI) adsorption capacity through 
coordination and Lewis acid–base interaction. Furthermore, 
Fan et al. (2020) embedded nZVI on BC by one-pot pyroly-
sis of sawdust and  Fe2O3 mixture to improve the ability of 
As immobilization. Compared with pristine BC treatment, 
the mobility of As in soil decreased. This phenomenon may 
be due to the adsorption and co-precipitation of As by the 
corrosion production (amorphous FeOOH) of nZVI on the 

Table 6  Removal of inorganic pollutant from aqueous solution by biochar

Biomass Contaminants pH Qe (mg/g) Qm (mg/g) Removal rate 
(%)

References

Peanut shell Pb(II) 5.0 51.9 52.8 46.1 Wang et al. 
(2015c)

Chinese medi-
cine material 
residue

Pb(II) 5.0 82.3 82.5 73.2 Wang et al. 
(2015c)

Rice straw Eu(III) 3.0 4.9 98.0 58.7 Zhu et al. (2018a)

Hickory chips Hg(II) 6.0 5.0 – 75.0 Xu et al. (2016)

Pine cones As(III) 4.0 4.0 ×  10–3 7.0 ×  10–3 40.0 Van et al. (2015)

Ficus micro-
carpa Aerial 
root

U(VI) 4.0 20.7 – 69.0 Li et al. (2019b)

Corn stover U(VI) 5.0 74.8 111.5 74.8 Li et al. (2019a)

Artemisia argyi 
stem

Cu(II) 7.0 18.7 156.0 74.8 Song et al. (2019)

Artemisia argyi 
stem

Cr(VI) 1.0 15.8 161.9 63.2 Song et al. (2019)

Ramie residues Cr(VI) 2.0 31.8 61.2 63.6 Zhou et al. (2016)

Table 7  Removal of inorganic pollutants from aqueous solution by biochar-based composite materials

Biomass Modification method Contaminants Qe (mg/g) Qm (mg/g) Removal rate (%) References

Ficus microcarpa aerial root MnO2 U(VI) 24.6 – 82.0 Li et al. (2019b)

Water hyacinth Graphene oxide Cr(VI) 47.8 150.0 95.6 Shang et al. (2016)

Corn straw MnFe2O4 Pb(II) 80.4 154.94 99.0 Zhang et al. (2019a)

Leaf litter CeO2,  MoS2 and magnetic Pb(II) 24.9 263.6 99.6 Li et al. (2018d)

Peanut hull Zero valent iron Cr(VI) 223.2 – 100.0 Liu et al. (2019c)

Lufa cylindrica fiber MnO2 U(VI) – 904.0 100.0 Ioannou et al. (2019)

Pinus massoniana Manganese-oxide Pb(II) 91.7 121.8 98.9 Wang et al. (2015a)

Carbonaceous biomass ZnS and magnetic Pb(II) 262.4 367.7 100.0 Yan et al. (2015)

Corn straw Ferromanganese binary oxide Cu(II) 71.4 64.9 100.0 Zhou et al. (2018)

Corn straw Ferromanganese binary oxide Cd(II) 100.0 101.0 100.0 Zhou et al. (2018)

Municipal solid waste KOH As(V) 33.2 31.0 100.0 Jin et al. (2014)

Rice husk MnOx Pb (II) 60.7 86.5 Faheem et al. (2016)
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surface of BC. Furthermore, most As(V) was reduced to 
As(III) after adsorption by nZVI-BC. Similarly, Gao et al. 
(2020) co-pyrolyzed the mixture of rape straw and  KH2PO4 
to prepare BC and the BC displayed a high immobilization 
capacity to heavy metals (Pb, Cu, and Cd). This may owe to 
the direct complexation and precipitation of heavy metals 
with phosphate and –OH on the surface of BC or indirectly 
enhancing the immobilization of heavy metals by increasing 
the pH value and available P of soil. Besides, the removal 
of inorganic pollutants from aqueous solution by biochar-
based composite material is summarized in Table 7. The 
Qmax of inorganic pollutants removal by BC-based compos-
ites ranged from 31 to 904 mg/g. Biochar-based composites 
combine the advantages of BC with other materials, and the 
removal efficiency have been significantly improved.

Zhang et al. (2020a) used chitosan-modified magnetic 
BC to enhance the Cr(VI) removal from the aqueous solu-
tion, and the maximum adsorption capacity increased from 
75.8 mg/g to 127 mg/g. Compared to the ordinary BC, 
Fe–O stretching was observed on magnetic BC (MBC) and 
chitosan-modiied MBC (CMBC), and combined with XRD 
spectra, it was indicated that  Fe3O4 was successful loaded on 
the BC. Contrasting the FTIR spectra before and after reac-
tion, the C=O, C–O, Fe(III)-O, and H–O changed, which 
indicated that all of those participated in the reaction pro-
cess. On the one hand, the aforementioned group can serve 
as an electron-donating in the reduction of Cr(VI). On the 
other hand, this group can form a complexation between 
Cr(VI) and CMBC/MBC surface group. Furthermore, 
electron-donating can provide electrons to reduce Fe(III) 
to Fe(II); then Fe(II) as a reductant indirectly reducted 
Cr(VI) to Cr(III). Furthermore, the chitosan coating intro-
duced –NH2, and the charge transfer between Cr(VI) and 
free −NH2, which interpreted the appearing N1s peak in the 

FTIR spectra of Cr(VI) removal by CMBC. At low pH, -NH2 
will form -NH2+, –NH3+ then via electrostatic attraction to 
remove the Cr(VI). In addition,  Fe2+/Fe3+ will exchange 
cations with Cr(VI). (Fig. 2b for details). Therefore, syn-
thesizing biochar-based composites may be a feasible way 
to remove inorganic in aqueous solutions.

5  Removal of organic contaminants

Organic contaminants are common in wastewater. Recently, 
dyes, phenols, pesticides, and antibiotics have attracted 
much attention because of the complex aromatic structure, 
extreme toxicity, and biodegradable resistances in environ-
ments. Here, we have selected some representative exam-
ples to demonstrate the feasibility of BC and the superiority 
of BC-based composites to remove organic contaminants. 
And the removal rates of organic contaminants from aque-
ous solution by biochar and BC-based composites are sum-
marized in Tables 8 and 9; the Qmax of organic pollutant 
removal by the pristine BC ranged from 10.4 to 610.1 mg/g, 
and the removal rates of organics by the BC-based com-
posites have been significantly improved to more than 90%.

5.1  Removal of dye contaminants

Dyes are one group of organic contaminants, which are 
used extensively in textile, paper, and printing industries. 
Dyes have good solubility, complex aromatic molecu-
lar structures and are not easy to be degraded naturally. 
Colored dyes can be recognized by the human eye, signifi-
cantly reduce light penetration into the water, and cause 
aquatic organisms to die from oxygen deprivation. Besides, 
dyes are rich in aromatics which are toxic to organisms and 

Table 8  Removal of organic contaminants from aqueous solution by biochar

Biomass Contaminants pH Qe (mg/g) Qm (mg/g) Removal rate 
(%)

References

Dairy manure Atrazine – 0.8 – 39.9 Cao and Harris (2010)

Corn stover Methylene blue 11.0 201.6 349.7 25.2 Li et al. (2019a)

Food waste Phenol 3.0 9.8 14.6 65.2 Lee et al. (2019)

Cattle manure Methylene blue – 161.3 242.0 97.5 Zhu et al. (2018b)

Kelp seaweed and spent 
mushroom substrate

Crystal violet 6.0 562.6 610.1 14.1 Sewu et al. (2017)

Pine fruit shell Phenol 6.5 9.9 10.4 19.8 Mohammed et al. (2018)

Pine fruit shell Phenol 6.5 16.0 16.0 31.9

Pine fruit shell Phenol 6.5 26.5 26.7 52.9

Eucalyptus bark Methylene blue 11.3 90.1 104.2 36.8 Dawood et al. (2016)

Pine wood Salicylic acid 2.5 10.0 22.7 40.0 Essandoh et al. (2015)

Pine wood Ibuprofen 3.0 10.4 10.7 41.7

Rice straw Tetracycline – 28.5 50.7 56.9 Fan et al. (2018)
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further cause deterioration of water. Therefore, it is urgent 
to find an eco-friendly, low-cost, and effective method to 
treat dyes wastewater.

5.1.1  Removal of dye contaminants by biochar

According to the literature, BC has been widely used in 
the water treatment of dye. For example, Qiu et al. (2009) 
prepared BC to remove reactive brilliant blue (KNR) and 
Rhodamine B (RhB) from aqueous solutions. The elec-
trostatic interaction between RB and BC, and the proto-
nation of RB make the BC have an obvious adsorption 
effect on RB. As it is known to all, the adsorption mecha-
nisms of MB by BC include electrostatic interaction, ion 
exchange, and hydrogen bond interaction. Fan et al. (2017) 
used municipal sludge to prepare BC to remove methylene 
blue (MB), which was accurately described by a pseudo-
second-order model and obtained a good adsorption effect 
(up to 100%). Moreover, the removal rate of MB was still 
60% after three cycles. During the adsorption process, the 
removal rate and adsorption amount increased with the 
increase of pH, which might be ascribed to electrostatic 
interaction. Besides, Si–O-Si on BC can provide adsorp-
tion sites and can interact n-π with the nitrogen functional 
groups of MB. Furthermore, MB can form hydrogen bond 
interactions with the hydrogen of BC.

5.1.2  Removal of dye contaminants by biochar-based 

composite materials

BC can effectively adsorb contaminants in water, but there 
are still some limitations of the pristine BC which cannot 
meet the practical application. Therefore, the BC-based 
composites have attracted the attention of many scholars. 
For example, Khataee et al. (2017) reported the ultrasound-
catalyzed degradation of RB69 by  TiO2-BC.  TiO2-BC dis-
played a large specific surface area and pore volume which 
could exhibit high acoustic catalytic performance for RB69 
degradation. The removal efficiency of RB69 reached 98.1% 
by ultrasound/TiO2-BC, which was higher than that by ultra-
sound/BC (63.8%). The presence of  TiO2 could increase 
the number of cavitation bubbles on the solid surface, thus 
increasing the mass transfer rate of RR84 molecules from 
liquid to catalyst surface and promoting the cracking of 
water molecules to produce more •OH radicals. Further-
more, the surface of  TiO2-BC was positively charged in an 
acidic environment, which promoted the adsorption of ani-
onic dyes and the decolorization efficiency of RB69 in acidic 
solutions. The mechanism of ultrasonic  TiO2-BC systems 
involving ·OH,  h+ and ·O

−

2  ,  H2O, and  OH− can combine with 
 h+ to form •OH free radicals. When ethanol was used as ·OH 
scavenger, the removal rate of the reaction system decreased Ta
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significantly, indicating that ·OH radicals were particularly 
important in the reaction system. After five cycles, the deg-
radation efficiency was still 92.1%, and the durability and 
reuse of  TiO2-BC were relatively acceptable. Similarly, 
Lu et al. (2019) applied  TiO2-BC to remove methyl orange 
(MO); the decolorization rate was 96.88% and the minerali-
zation rate was 83.23%.

5.2  Removal of phenol contaminants

Phenols are another sort of organic contaminants that can 
affect the taste of fish, shrimp, and drinking water at low 
concentrations. Phenols are harmful to the human body 
and have been classified as harmful pollutants (Banat 
et al. 2000). Phenols are rich in aromatic structure, have 
strong adsorption affinity, and are not easily degraded by 

microorganisms. BCs are rich in porous structure which has 
a strong affinity for aromatic organic compounds, so BC 
can be selected to remove phenols contaminants in aqueous 
solutions.

5.2.1  Removal of phenol contaminants by biochar

Many researchers are committed to studying phenol 
removal by BC in water. Mohammed et al. (2018) used the 
BC prepared at different temperatures to remove phenol. 
The maximum adsorption capacity ranged from 10.373 to 
26.738 mg/g and the removal rate reached 67–99%. Thang 
et al. (2019) prepared BC using chicken manure to remove 
the phenol and 2,4-Dinitrophenol (DNP) in the aqueous 
solution; phenol and DNP could be completely removed 
within 90 min. And BC still effectively removed about 80% 

Fig. 3  a The mechanism of adsorption of phenol on the surface of BC (Lawal et al. 2021), b the mechanism of photocatalytic degradation for 
phenol induce by CCNC/ZnO (Zhang et al. 2020b)
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of phenolic pollutants in field applications. The maximum 
adsorption capacity of BC for phenol and DNP were 106.2 
mg/g and 148.1 mg/g, respectively, which were ascribe to 
the high surface area, rich in pore structure, and the large 
oxygen surface functional groups on BC. The removal mech-
anisms of phenols may be ascribed to electrostatic interac-
tion, π–π interaction, and hydrogen bonding. Under neutral 
solution conditions, the BC surface is positively charged, 
while DNP and phenols are negatively charged due to 
electron-rich benzene rings. Thus, BC can easily remove 
phenols and DNP by electrostatic interactions. Oxygen-
containing functional groups (such as -COOH, -OH) on 
the BC surface act as π- electron donors to adsorb phenols 
considered as the π-electron acceptor by π–π interaction. 
Moreover, hydrogen bonding is one of the strongest inter-
action mechanisms between BC and phenolic compounds 
by sharing electron pairs. And there are two main ways 
of hydrogen bond interaction: (1) the interaction between 
hydroxyl groups (H- donor) on the surface of BC and oxy-
gen or nitrogen (H-acceptor) of phenols; (2) the interaction 
between hydroxyl groups on the surface of BC and aromatic 
rings of phenols. Finally, the BC has high reusability, and 
the loss of adsorption capacity for phenol and DNP is less 
than 20% after five cycles. Lawal et al. (2021) used BC made 
from oil palm leaves by steam pyrolysis to remove phenol; 
the adsorption capacity reached 62.89 mg/g for phenol and 
was well fitted with the Freundlich model (R2 = 0.9863), 
and the mechanism of the phenol removal was illustrated 
in Fig. 3a. Phenol can access adsorption sites in micropore 
regions, then be adsorbed on the surface of BC through H 
bonds and π–π interaction. Thus, BC can be used as a prom-
ising adsorbent for treating wastewater containing phenol 
compounds.

5.2.2  Removal of phenol contaminants by biochar-based 

composite materials

The removal of phenols was the main research objective 
of BC-based nano-composites for the treatment of waste-
water. Lisowski et al. (2017) prepared  TiO2-BC by using 
the ultrasound-assisted methodology and photocatalytic 
degradation of phenol in aqueous solutions. The degrada-
tion rate of phenol by  TiO2-BC coupled with UV reached 
64.1% and 33.6%, respectively, which was much higher 
than that by original BC with UV and visible light (less 
than 6%). Besides, the physicochemical properties of the 
BC were significantly affected by the ultrasound-assisted 
methodology. The  TiO2-BC surface area increased from 254 
to 399  m2/g and was 65% larger than the  TiO2-BC prepared 
by ordinary methods. Ultrasonic treatments cause cracks in 
solids, resulting in more mesoporous structures and active 
sites and improving degradation efficiency. The combination 
of BC and  TiO2 can improve the light absorption ability 

of visible light, effectively transfer photoinduced electrons, 
reduce the binding of  e−–h+, and produce •OH and ⋅O−

2
 . 

Furthermore, the  TiO2 and BC combination effectively 
improved the service life in the presence of ultrasound, and 
the loss of reactivity was only about 10% after 5 cycles. As 
a result,  TiO2-BC prepared by this method had high photo-
catalytic efficiency and good cycle stability. Furthermore, 
Zhang et al. (2020b) introduced ZnO into BC to remove 
phenol from aqueous solutions. The composites displayed 
good photocatalytic performance and satisfactory stability 
(95% photodegradation efficiency after 5 cycles). The ZnO 
was dispersed on the surface of BC, resulting in more active 
sites. Besides, ZnO could generate electrons  (e−)/holes  (h+) 
pairs under light irradiation. The  e− from the valence band 
(VB) can be transferred to the surface of BC and react with 
the dissolved oxygen  (O2) to form superoxide radicals ( ⋅O−

2
 ). 

Meanwhile, the  h+ from the VB can be trapped by  H2O or 
hydroxyl groups and form hydroxyl radical (·OH). Finally, 
the phenol molecules reacted with ⋅O−

2
 and ·OH and further 

degraded to  H2O and  CO2. The specific degradation pathway 
of phenol is shown in Fig. 3b.

5.3  Removal of antibiotic contaminants

Considering the rapid development of the medical level, 
the content of drug active compounds in environments has 
increased significantly, becoming an important new contam-
inant (Rossner et al. 2009). Such contaminants are of great 
concern for human health and the ecological environment. 
Among these contaminants, antibiotics are not easily bio-
degradable; residual antibiotics will increase the resistance 
of aquatic microorganisms, and can cause serious impacts 
on the ecological environment through bioaccumulation and 
biomagnification (Zhou et al. 2009).

5.3.1  Removal of antibiotic contaminants by biochar

BC is rich in aromatic structure, and it was an excellent 
adsorbent for removing hydrophobic organics contaminants 
(Vithanage et al. 2015). Recently, Fan et al. (2018) pyrolyzed 
rice straw at different temperatures for the removal of typical 
antibiotics tetracycline (TC) by BC. The BC obtained at a 
higher temperature could possess the maximum adsorption 
capacity of 50.72 mg/g due to its large specific surface area, 
abundant aromatic structure and rich graphite carbon. The 
effect of pH during BC removal of TC was neglect (Liu et al. 
2012), and the strong π–π interaction was the main mecha-
nism in this adsorption process. Peiris et al. (2017) used BC 
to remove tetracyclines and explored their mechanisms in 
depth. The mechanisms were demonstrated in Fig. 4a includ-
ing surface complexation, hydrogen bonding, cation bridg-
ing, and electron attraction.
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Moreover, Rajapaksha et al. (2014) produced BC by an 
invasive plant at 700 °C to treat the sulfamethazine (SMT) 
contaminant soil. The results showed that BC can signifi-
cantly reduce the absorption of SMT by lettuce (compared 
with the control, the SMT absorption was decreased by 
more than 63% after adding 5% BC). It may be attributed 
to the electrostatic cation exchange and the π–π electron 
donor–acceptor interaction between the protonated aniline 
ring of the SMT molecule and π-electron-rich surface on 
the BC, which promoted the adsorption of SMT by BC and 
decreased the bioavailability of SMT. Likewise, Yue et al. 
(2019) claimed that BC could effectively remove the antibi-
otics and their intermediates, and the removal rate of anti-
biotics increased by more than 10% compared with control. 
They found that the BC could alter soil properties, such as 
electrical conductivity, pH, C/N ratio, etc., thereby promot-
ing the degradation of antibiotics by microorganisms. Fur-
thermore, the introduction of BC can increase the carbon 

supply and change the bacterial community by enhancing 
copiotrophic bacteria (Liu et al. 2020).

5.3.2  Removal of antibiotic contaminants by biochar-based 

composites

Lately, Huang et al. (2017) used bamboo sawdust as bio-
mass to prepare a novel graphene oxide-coated BC nano-
composite (GO-BC) for the removal of SMT. The molar 
(O + N)/C ratios represent the polarity of carbonaceous 
nanocomposites. The (O + N)/C of pristine BC is relatively 
low, but BC-based composite material can significantly 
increase the (O + N)/C. Besides, C=O is the only form of 
the double bond of carbon to oxygen in the pristine BC, 
while O–C=O groups are the dominated double bonds of 
carbon to oxygen detected in the GO-BC. In addition, the 
analysis showed that about 30% of SMT was adsorped by 
GO-BC due to the increasing surface functional groups. 

Fig. 4  a The mechanism of adsorption of sulfonamides and tetracyclines on the surface of BC (Peiris et al. 2017). b The mechanism of adsorp-
tion of tetracyclines on the surface of modified BC (Liu et al. 2019b)
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Moreover, the specific surface area of GO-BC increased 
from 184.9 to 348.2  m2/g and the adsorption capacity of 
SMT was two times higher than that of the original BC. 
It can be concluded that the larger surface area provided 
additional adsorption sites. The adsorption of SMT on BC 
and GO-BC was in good agreement with the pseudo-sec-
ond-order model, indicating that the SMT was removed by 
the chemisorption process. Liu et al. (2019b) modified BC 
by chitosan and  FeSx for the TC removal, and the results 
showed that the maximum capacity of TC removal by BC 
and modified BC were 51.78 and 193.01 mg/g, respec-
tively. Figure 4b reveals the mechanisms of TC removal 
by chitosan-Fe/S-BC, including electrostatic attracting, π-
π stacking, and pore filling. Compared with pristine BC, 
the removal mechanism after BC modification increased 
chelation and silicate bonding, and silicate bonding was 
one of the main removal mechanisms. Hence, BC has a 
good application prospect through modification.

5.4  Removal of pesticide contaminants

With the rapid industrialization and modern agricultural 
practices, pesticides are widely used in soil, the extensive 
and inefficient use of pesticides over the last several decades 
resulted in serious environment problem. The widespread 
application of pesticides has caused pollution of soil and 
water. As known to all, pesticides are persistent, toxic, and 
carcinogenic, which poses a serious threat to the environ-
ment and human health. Therefore, it is necessary to develop 
more efficient and reliable materials to remove pesticides 
from aqueous solutions.

5.4.1  Removal of pesticide contaminants by biochar

Zhang et al. (2013b) used pig manure as biomass to prepare 
BC350; BC700 at different temperatures for the removal 
of carbaryl and atrazine. The normalized sorption coeffi-
cient (Koc) values were  101.90–103.57 L/kg for atrazine and 
 102.65–103.66 L/kg for carbaryl. The decomposition rates 
of carbaryl and atrazine by BC700 after 12 h were 71.8% 
and 27.9%, respectively. In this study, the ratios of H/C 
and (O + N)/C between BC350 and BC700 have no obvi-
ous difference, while BC700 has much higher ash content 
than BC350, which demonstrates that two pesticides can be 
adsorbed by mineral ash through specific interactions. After 
deashing, the removal rates of pesticides were significantly 
improved, which also indicated that high content of ash cov-
ered the organic groups and weakened specific interaction 
thereby reducing the removal rate. Moreover, the molecular 
size of atrazine was smaller than that of carbaryl. This find-
ing indicated that the mechanism of the pore-filling effect 
plays an important role in pesticide removal. The published 
literature demonstrates the mechanisms of the removal of 

pesticides by BC including hydrophobic interactions, pore 
filling, and specific interactions (Zheng et al. 2010).

Ali et al. (2019) pyrolyzed different biomass to prepare 
BC to investigate the bio-accessible of organochlorine pes-
ticides (OCPs) and bio-accumulation in vegetables. The 
results indicated that selected BC could effectively reduce 
the bio-accessibility of OCPs (47–60%) and the concen-
tration of OCPs in grown vegetables was decreased sig-
nificantly (85–86%). The introduction of BC changed the 
microbial community structure, the relative abundances of 
Acidobacteria, Chloroflexi, Nitrospirae and Verrucomicro-

bia decreased following biochar additions, while Actino-

bacteria, Proteobacteria, Planctomycetes, Bacteroidetes, 
Firmicutes, and Gemmatimonadetes increased, which were 
dependent on the type and dosage of BC used. Wu et al. 
(2019) added various BC to oxyfluorfen contaminant soils 
and investigated the adsorption, degradation, and bioavail-
ability of oxyfluorfen. After introducing 2% BC, the sorption 
constant was increased by 2.0–3.2 times compared with that 
of the control soil. Moreover, the degradation in BC-treated 
soil was faster than that of untreated soil, and the bioavail-
ability of oxyfluorfen was significantly reduced (18–63%). 
Moreover, the adsorption capacity of biochar amended soil 
after six months of aging was still 1.5- to 2.5-fold greater 
compared with that of unamended soil.

5.4.2  Removal of pesticide contaminants by biochar-based 

composite materials

It is well known that the pores and surfaces of pristine BC 
are stacked with tar-like sediments which can cover the 
organic groups and hinder the reaction of BC with contami-
nations. BC-based composites can maximize the advantages 
of the pristine BC and other substances. Recently, Taha et al. 
(2014) used rice straw as biomass and then treated it with 
phosphoric acid to obtain TBC for removing pesticides 
in water. Surprisingly, the residual concentration of pes-
ticides was less than the maximum allowed concentration 
in drinking water (0.1 μg/L) within 10 min. Moreover, all 
pesticides (except oxamyl) could be removed within 2 h at 
pH 7.0. The increasing aromaticity of TBC by phosphoric 
acid treatment can enhance hydrophobic interactions and π-π 
interactions, which contributed to increase adsorption coef-
ficient (Zhu and Pignatello 2005). Furthermore, Tan et al. 
(2016) revealed the adsorption capacities of atrazine by BC, 
 Na2S modified BC (BS), and KOH modified BC (BK) were 
1.94 mg/g, 2.69 mg/g, and 2.84 mg/g, respectively. The H/C 
ratios of BS and BK were relatively low, which meant that 
modified BC was rich in aromatic structure. The more aro-
matic structures and polyaromatic surfaces can provide more 
π–π electrons donor–acceptor interaction sites. The π–π elec-
tron donor–acceptor interaction between the π-electron-rich 
(BK/BS) and π-electron-deficient molecule (atrazine) can be 
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generated by the attraction between opposing quadrupoles 
and improves the removal rate.

6  New strategies of biochar‑based materials

6.1  Immobilized microorganisms on biochar

It is well known that bioremediation is one of the most eco-
nomical, versatile, and environmentally friendly technology 
to eliminate pollutants with many advantages. However, the 
microorganisms have low efficiency in removing high-con-
centration contaminants and compete with the indigenous 
microorganisms (Barathi and Vasudevan 2003). Immobiliza-
tion has been proposed as an effective method to overcome 
such obstacles, and many researchers have applied BC as 
a carrier for enhancing microbial degradation. Generally, 
BC as an ideal carrier material meet the following charac-
teristics: it was readily accessible, low cost, with a porous 
structure, good biocompatibility, meanwhile facilitating the 
growth microorganisms. The mechanisms of immobilization 
of microbial cells to BC include attachment or adsorption 
on a solid surface, encapsulated within a porous matrix and 
aggregation by flocculation and crosslinking (Partovinia and 
Rasekh 2018).

Sodium alginate is commonly used to immobilize micro-
bial cells owing to its simple and relatively mild immobi-
lization procedure. A recent study from Pino et al. (2016) 
examined the free microbial cells and immobilized microbial 
cells (on BC and alginate) to enhance phytoremediation of 
contaminants in the soil. After 60 days of plant growth, the 
removal of the PCB congener by BC-immobilized micro-
organisms was up to 30.3%, which was more effective than 
alginate-immobilized cells (6.8%) and free cells (< 5%). 
Fresh plant residues were widely used as conventional car-
riers because they have a high affinity to microorganisms. 
In another study, Chen et al. (2012) have examined the free 
microbial cells and immobilized microbial cells (on BC and 
fresh plant residues) to enhance phytoremediation of poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) contaminants in the 
water. The removal percentages of phenanthrene and pyrene 
from water in immobilized bacteria with plant residues were 
85–93% and 94–98%, which were lower than immobilized 
bacteria with BC (92–100% for phenanthrene and 96–100% 
for pyrene), and it can be ascribed to the high affinity of 
BC to PAHs. Phosphate-solubilizing bacteria (PSB) showed 
both phosphate-solubilizing and Pb-immobilizing capabil-
ity. However, it cannot multiply rapidly when it is applied in 
soil for direct competition with indigenous microorganisms. 
Zhang et al. (2017b) immobilized PSB on cow dung BC to 
promote the growth and reproduction of PSB, enhance dis-
solution of phosphorus and immobilization of Pb.

6.2  Biochar-based biofilters

Biofiltration (BF) is a clean technology widely used to treat 
a variety of contaminants because the secondary waste 
streams are not produced, economical, and readily avail-
able (Mudliar et al. 2010). The biofilter is a solid surface 
supporting the growth of plants and contaminant-degrading 
organisms; moreover, the efficiency of biofiltration is highly 
dependent on it. Generally, as a desirable BF bed medium for 
a biofiltration system, it meets the following merits: ready 
availability, durability, economical efficiency, relative sta-
bility, and high efficiency for contaminant removal. BC not 
only meets the requirements above all but also facilitates the 
growth of plants and microorganisms (Mohanty et al. 2018).

The study confirmed that the application of a biofiltra-
tion bed containing BC can serve as a carbon source, which 
not only enhanced the efficiency of biological treatment 
systems but also enhanced the removal rate of contamina-
tions. Baltrėnas et al. (2016) examined the removal of xylene 
with birch wood BC-based filtration bed and the maximum 
removal efficiency reached 86%. BC effectively promoted 
the growth and reproduction of microorganisms, and the 
colony-forming units reached  107–109 CFU/g for fungi, 
 107–1010 CFU/g for yeast, and  108–1010 CFU/g for bacte-
ria, respectively. So inoculated bacteria can play a vital role 
in BC-based biofilter for the removal of acetone, xylene, 
and ammonia from the air. Furthermore, BC has the large 
specific surface area, rich in porous structures, and many 
surface functional groups on it, the introduction of BC to 
the biofiltration system can effectively enhance the removal 
rate of contaminants eliminate through different mecha-
nisms. Deepa et al. (2019) chose BC as principal materials 
for biofilter bed medium to remove Cr(VI), and the maxi-
mum removal rate of Cr(VI)reached 99.99%. The hydroxyl, 
carboxyl, and carbonyl groups of BC can participate in the 
removal of Cr(VI) by releasing negatively charged ions 
such as carbonates and hydroxides, which can precipitate 
heavy metal ions. Moreover, BC is an electrical conduc-
tor, exhibiting a large number of electro active functional 
groups, revealed itself as the most efficient and sustainable 
biocompatible material for promoting microbial extracellular 
electron transfer. Prado et al. (2019) used BC as bed mate-
rial for constructing biofilters for wastewater treatment. The 
maximum removal efficiency and degradation rate reached 
92% and 185 g-COD  m3/day, respectively. The higher bio-
degradation efficiency can be attributed to the electrocon-
ductivity which is 6.6-fold higher than inert gravel. More 
importantly, the application of BC requires emission limits 
while other materials exceeded emission limits.
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6.3  Biochar-based 2D membrane

Recently, BC as a new potential absorbent has been widely 
applied in contaminants’ control and water purification 
because of the high surface area, porosity, and abundant 
functional groups. However, the applications are still limited 
due to the low density and small particle size of BC, so it is 
not easy to separate BC from water. Mixed matrix membrane 
(MMM) included continuous polymer phase (such as glassy, 
rubbery) and was evenly dispersed with filler particle (Dech-
nik et al. 2017). In order to address these issues, great efforts 
have been made to combine the BC with polymeric matrix 
to develop a new class of membranes, called BC-based 2D 
membrane. Recently, MMM has been widely used in waste-
water treatment because of its superior removal efficiency 
for contaminants. Moreover, BC is easier to assemble into a 
2D membrane through mutual interactions compared with 
other types of adsorbents (Xie et al. 2015). Incorporating BC 
into matrix membrane is a promising strategy that can not 
only enhance the adsorption capacity and reduce the cost but 
also overcome the above limitations of the BC.

The BC-based 2D membrane could be easily composed of 
BC and polymer via casting and electrospinning processes. 
He et al. (2017) prepared a BC-based membrane by embed-
ding BC particles into polysulfone (PSF) via casting for the 
treatment of wastewater contaminated by copper and lead. 
The BC-based membrane is more hydrophilic and has higher 
water flux than the pure PSF membrane. The maximum 
adsorption capacities reached 90.36% and 90.16% for cop-
per and lead, respectively. After four cycles, the adsorption 
capacity could still reach 87.4% for copper, and 86.83% for 
lead, respectively. It is demonstrated that embedding BC 
particles into PSF cannot block the adsorption sites of BC. 
Currently, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) is another popu-
lar polymer in BC-based membranes; other studies blended 
BC with PVDF to construct BC-based membrane. Ghaffar 
et al. (2018) composed a BC-based membrane by casting the 
mixture of BC and PVDF, and the resultant membrane dis-
played a high mechanical strength and porous structures with 
evenly dispersed BC particles on the surface and cross-sec-
tion of the membrane. And the resultant membrane exhibited 
an amazing adsorption capacity to Rhodamine B dye (RhB) 
(187 mg/g). Furthermore, the resultant membranes can be 
effectively recovered from water, which shows a promising 
potential for applications in environmental remediation.

6.4  3D biochar-based macrostructures

Generally, the bulk of BC ranges from millimeter to cen-
timeter, small BC particles limit the application in water 
treatment, and the BC-based membrane can solve the limi-
tation of BC materials in recycle and secondary pollution. 

However, BC has numerous extraordinary properties and it 
is necessary to extend the application in broader practical 
and fields. 3D BC-based macrostructure is a hierarchical 
porous-structured carbonaceous hydrogel or aerogel as a 
novel method for BC application.

Aerogel and hydrogels are two typical parts of gels that 
are classified by encompassing medium (water or air) (Liang 
et al. 2012). Conventional aerogels lack mechanical stability 
and are of high-cost on a large scale because of the limita-
tions of industrial supercritical drying. Luckily, this fatal 
disadvantage could be eliminated by coating polymer on 
3D networks. For example, Wang et al. (2016b) synthesized 
the carbonaceous aerogel from biomass and modified it with 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and obtained an excellent 
performance in separating and collecting oil and organic 
solvent from water. Moreover, this carbonaceous aerogel is 
small and portable and could be used in emergencies such 
as organic solvent leakage and tanker spills. Currently, a 
new class of carbonaceous hydrogel was synthesized by the 
one-step method using hydrothermal carbonization (HTC). 
This method is a template-directed carbonization-activation 
method that has significant advantages, such as easy and 
precise control of the structural parameters and mechanical 
strength, extraordinary flexibility, and high chemical reactiv-
ity. Liu et al. (2019a) used the one-step direct carbonization-
activation method to synthesize the 3D porous BC aerogel 
exhibiting high porosity and high surface area (2607  m2/g). 
Moreover, the removal rate of phenicol antibiotics (PABs) 
reached 90% within 10 min by 3D porous BC aerogel via 
pore-filling effect, π–π/n–π EDA interaction, and electro-
static interaction. Furthermore, Zhang et al. (2017a) pre-
pared carbonaceous hydrogel using waste soybean dreg, and 
carbonaceous hydrogel displayed a high and fast adsorption 
capacity for Zn(II), Fe(III), Cu(II), and Cr(III), which was 
121.2, 78.5, 75.4 and 41.7 mg  g−1, respectively. In the first 
two minutes, the removal rate reached 88. 6, 81.9, 84.4, and 
75.1% of the amount of equilibrium adsorption, respectively.

To summarize, 3D BC-based macrostructure exhibited 
excellent performances for removing organic pollutants and 
heavy metal because of high adsorption capacity, recycling 
performance, and porous structure. Apart from this, 3D BC-
based macrostructure is widely applied in energy storage and 
electrochemical catalysis reactions.

7  Potential risks of biochar 
and biochar‑based composite materials

A large number of toxic substances such as PAHs, dioxin 
(PCDD and PCDF), and acrolein were formed during the 
preparation of BC (El-Naggar et al. 2019a; Zheng et al. 
2019). Different preparation conditions not only affect 
the physicochemical properties of BC, but also affect the 
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biological toxicity of BC. According to the literature, the 
concentrations of PAH in BC were affected by the pyrolysis 
temperature and biomass (Keiluweit et al. 2012). Lyu et al. 
(2016) and Hale et al. (2012) have demonstrated that the 
BC prepared at low temperature exhibited higher biological 
toxicity. The concentrations of PAH in BC was positively 
correlated with the pyrolysis temperature. The concentration 
was 8.6 ×  102 μg/kg and reached the maximum at 400 °C, 
then decreased with the temperature increased and dropped 
to the minimum of 5.9 ×  102 μg/kg at 700 °C. The concentra-
tion of PAH in ordinary BC was 0.07–4 μg/g, and reached 
17–27 μg/g when prepared from paper mill sludge and wood, 
which was much higher than the ordinary value (Devi and 
Saroha 2014b; Keiluweit et al. 2012). PCDD and PCDF 
are highly toxic compounds, whose concentrations were 
610 pg/g and 67 pg/g at 300 °C and 700 °C, respectively. 
Concentrations of PCDD and PCDF at 700 °C were much 
lower than that at temperature of 300 °C (Lyu et al. 2016). 
Besides, the toxicity of BC is related to particle size and 
dosage. Sigmund et al. (2017) have shown that BC has toxic 
effects on fibroblasts and the toxicity of BC is related to 
the particle properties and size of BC. Zhang et al. (2019c) 
suggested that 1 and 3% BC amend soil could effectively 
reduce the toxicity of mesotrione to earthworms. However, 
10% BC amended soil significantly inhibitted the growth of 
earthworm though the DNA damaged. Furthermore, pris-
tine BC materials contain potentially toxic elements such 
as heavy metals, metalloids. The content of heavy metals in 
BC varied with the biomass. For example, compared with 
green waste, BC made from sludge and animal manure was 

rich in heavy metals such as Pb, Cd, Cu, Mn, Zn, Ni, and 
Cr, which limited the application of BC (Zheng et al. 2019). 
In addition, long-term application of BC may release inter-
nal toxic substances via aging and debilitating processes, 
which can arouse secondary pollution in water environ-
ments. Therefore, the potential hazards should be consid-
ered in the preparation and application of BC to reduce the 
harm to the environment. Moreover, BC can effectively 
remove water pollutants remaining in the primary stage of 
the experiment. Short-term simulation studies cannot ensure 
that long-term applications in water treatment are risk-free. 
Therefore, long-term water experiments and risk assessment 
are essential for BC applications in water or soil treatment.

BC not only releases toxic substances, but also may show 
side effects on organisms (Lian et al. 2017). As known to 
all, the pH range of BC is from slightly acidic to alkaline 
and increases with the increase of pyrolysis temperature 
(Kookana et al. 2011; Al-wabel et al. 2013). The addition of 
BC to the soil will affect the acidity and alkalinity, thereby 
affecting the utilization of toxic substances by microorgan-
isms (Kookana et al. 2011). Gomez-Eyles et al. (2011) sug-
gested that during the exposure to BC, the accumulation of 
pollutants and the weight of earthworms were significantly 
reduced. Likewise, BC has strong adsorption of pesticides, 
which will decrease the bioavailability and efficiency in the 
soil (Kookana 2010; Jonker et al. 2004). Furthermore, BC 
can generate free radicals, which will cause germination 
inhibition, growth retardation, and plasma membrane dam-
age (Liao et al. 2014). And ROS generated by free radicals 
may cause oxidative stress and induce cellular toxicity (Xia 

Fig. 5  The graphical abstract of 
this review
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et al. 2006; Cheng et al. 2018). In addition, Spokas et al. 
(2012) reported that approximately 20% of studies showed 
that BC incorporation exhibited a negative impact on yield 
or growth.

Apart from BC, the potential risk of modification materi-
als cannot be overlooked. For example, Adams et al. (2006) 
showed that  TiO2, ZnO, and  SiO2 were all toxic to micro-
organisms. Azargohar and Dalai (2008) have shown that 
BC was toxic to D. magna after steam activation. Similarly, 
Wahab et al. (2013) reported that the melanoma cancer cells 
produced reactive oxygen species (ROS) and apoptosis after 
contact with nZnO. These materials may leach out after sev-
eral times of reuse and were harmful to the environment 
(Huang et al. 2019). Furthermore, the preparation of some 
composite materials may introduce KOH, NaOH, HCl, and 
 H2SO4, which will change the pH value of BC, thereby 
changing the soil or water environment, and affecting the 
growth and reproduction of organisms (Kookana et  al. 
2011). BC-based composites can effectively improve the 
removal efficiency of contaminants, but there were relatively 
few studies on stability and biological toxicity. Therefore, 
it was necessary to comprehensively evaluated the stability 
and biological effects of the BC-based composites in water/
soil environments before the practical applications so as to 
avoid the toxic substances shedding from the composites that 
caused secondary environmental contaminant and biological 
damaged.

8  Conclusion and prospective

This article reviewed the latest developments of BC and 
BC-based composite materials and summarized some new 
strategies of BC-based materials by emphasizing the prepa-
ration methods, the physicochemistry properties, the pollu-
tion removal performance, and adsorption mechanisms. The 
graphical abstract of this review is summarized in Fig. 5. 
Moreover, the potential risks of BC and BC-based compos-
ites to the environment were also reviewed. In brief, more 
attention should be paid to practical applications and more 
studies should be provided to solve the existing problems. 
For example, (1) current studies are lacking in studying the 
stability of BC or BC-based composites and their biological 
toxicity to aquatic and soil microorganisms; (2) short of field 
trials, most of studies are conducted in laboratories, and the 
conclusion of a perfect simulation is not suitable in field 
trials; (3) the mechanism of BC removal of contaminants is 
still inconclusive, and the relationships between biomass, 
preparation methods, and properties are still unclear enough; 
(4) the preparation of ideal BC needs to avoid unnecessary 
contaminants in the preparation process.
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